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Dear Dr. Culverhouse,
Thank you for the courtesy of sharing your research plan for the
meta-analysis of the stress and depression GxE literature. You've accomplished a lot of work!
As you know, I have left it to my collaborator Avshalom Caspi to communicate with you
on behalf of our team, and he has previously written to you a couple of months ago to express
our concerns, which were sufficient to lead us to withdraw from the
project .
At this point, I hope you will indulge me if I make one last effort, for
the record, to express two remaining concerns with the plan.
I do not agree with your plan to study lifetime depression as an outcome
measure. The literature documenting that retrospective recall of lifetime depression is inadequate
for research purposes has been reviewed in my 2010 paper in Psychological Medicine. Setting
aside for the moment the inadequate quality of
lifetime depression reports, the main reason that this
measure should not be used in your analyses is that a lifetime measure
precludes establishing temporal order between the hypothesized cause and
the hypothesized effect. To test the hypothesis that individuals with an
at-risk serotonin transporter genotype develop depression AFTER and IN
RESPONSE to life stress, a minimal criterion for a valid test is a set of
measures that can unambiguously establish that the stress came before
the depression. One cannot simply make the assumption that depression follows stress, because
there is a literature showing that individuals with depression tend to experience more stressful
life events as a consequence of their mood, for example, depressed individuals have more
domestic violence and are more likely to become divorced. To use retrospective reports of
lifetime depression is tantamount to using lifetime weight to test hypotheses about the cause of
low birth-weight, or to use lifetime IQ to test hypotheses about causes of cognitive decline in
Alzheimers dementia; the measure sounds
kinda the same, but it is not. Timing is everything. This point is not
new; we addressed the point empirically in our original 2003 Science paper. We already showed
in that paper empirically that unless the stress comes before the depression, the GxE finding is
not obtained. The point is also explained very clearly in a nice powerpoint lecture "What Do
Survey Data Really Mean? Considering Issues of Causality and Temporality in Survey
Research," by Seth Noar, PhD, University of North Carolina, which
can be found here:
http://www.nidcr.nih.gov/Research/DER/BSSRB/PowerPointPresentations/default.htm.
I also do not agree with your plan to limit the data sets to those with
a minimum sample size of 500 participants. Your project is not discovery
science, it is hypothesis testing science. Discovery science requires
large samples, but hypothesis testing does not. In hypothesis-testing

science, the consideration of sample size is secondary to more primary
considerations of quality of the measures and correctness of design.
Many of the most ideally designed studies for testing this hypothesis
have samples under 500. In particular, studies of medical illness stressors tend
to be small, but well designed, and it is unfortunate that your plan
excludes them. The over-emphasis in your plan on sample size, coupled
with exclusion of many well-designed studies for testing the hypothesis, is
misguided. It seems that you have first decided what data sets you wish to include, and then bent
the hypothesis test to fit the measures in those data sets, when in fact hypothesis testing is
properly conducted the other way around. Some studies you intend to include, no matter how
large, must be designated unsuitable for this project if their measures of stress and depression
are weak, and if their designs do not allow
establishing clear temporal order between hypothetical cause and outcome.
Again, this point is not new. Avshalom and I have explained it in our
2010 American J of Psychiatry paper, Uher et al have explained it in two publications,
and Karg et al have also explained it in their meta-analysis.
Given that these two (and other) issues are not new to our field, these
methodological mistakes have been made often before, and they have been repeatedly pointed
out before in published articles, your plan to me seems to be going back 10 years, offering the
same old methodological weaknesses, and no real improvement. I am not sure why an editor
would be interested in publishing another paper on this hypothesis that uses methodologies that
everyone knows are inappropriate. Maybe the sheer big N will attract editorial favor, but that
seems pretty cheap science to me. What a missed opportunity to do something better.
Yours, Terrie Moffitt
-Terrie E Moffitt
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